




Tables of Reference to Tibeten Dictionaries 
BY E. H. C. WALSH 

HE great difEiculty of the Tibetan language , i s  the spelling. T This may appear strange in a monosyllabic language, but is 

due to there being five P r e h e s  (@-5y* sng6n-jug), 7. gap 7- de, 

s*  ba, w e  ma, q* ha, and four Head-Letters (riTay* Go Yig), T*  ra, 

q* la, q- sa, which also precede the principal letter, and one sub- 

scribed letter, qj wa, which follows it, which are none of them 

sounded ; and also that certain combinations of letters are 
pronounced differently to their spelling, namely the principal 
letters no pa and so ba followed by q* ya are pronounced as clta ; 

most of the principal letters when followed by 3. ra are pronounced 

as fa  or da ; and 3- za followed by ole kc is pronounced as da. 

The only case in which the Prefixes and Head-Letters are pro- 
nounced is by liaison when they occur in the second component 
word of a composite word of which the first component word ends 
in a vowel, e.g. s3*sg* bcl~u-bzhi (" fourteen ") is pronounced 

chubshi, and q$*sj (" forty ") is pronounced as shibchu ; and 
Y \  5'4' rdo-rje (" thunderbolt ") is pronounced as dorje. 

Consequently words of the same sound may be spelt in a variety 
of different ways. To take a few examples from Gould and 
Richardson's book Tibetan, Syllohles, which is reviewed on another 
page of this Jour~tal, the phonetic syllable Nga is spelt in six different 
ways, Ke in ten, Nye in eleven, and S l~e  in thirteen. The Tibetans 
are, necessarily, very particular about the correct spelling, since 
any mistake would entirely change the meaning of a word. Lama 
Ugyen Gyatsho, in 1902, told me of a case which he had heard of 
some years before, in which the Jong-pon of an outlying Jong 
wrote to Lha,sa for some incense (? dr i )  which he required for 

the temple of t,he Jong. His secretary spelt the word 3' gri " a 

sword ", also pronolinced d ~ i .  The Lhnsa a.uthorities were, naturally, 
curious to know what the swords were required for, and sent to 
investigate, when the mistake was discovered and the secretary 
was taken to Lhasa and his right thumb was cut off to teach him 
to be more careful in his spelling. Lama Ugyan Gpatsho did not 
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remember the name of the Jong, but vouched for the correctness 
of the story. 

The Tibetans spell not only letter by letter, but also giving the 
phonetic sound after each combination of letters. Every Tibetan 
letter, unless one of the vowels i, u, e, o is attached, includes the 
sound of a (ah). The five P r e h e d  Letters are pronounced in spelling 
in their diminutive form : thus 7-  ga-hu, 5- da-hu, s*  ba-hu, 4- 

ma-hu, q* ha-hu. The five vowels are w m  a, n i (named 3 m g *  pr. 

ki-ku) ; , u (named ~ s n - g -  pr. shap-%yu), ' e (named 4 q q a g *  

drang-h), and -.- o (named nu-ro). The Subjoined Letters are 
called s59q0 btugs, pronounced ta, namely " fastened on ". Thus a 

Tibetan spells the word qqn* bgyes " elder " as follows : " ba-hu, 

ga-ra-ta, dra ; dra-deng-PO, dre ; dre-sa, drd " (to show that the 
final s lengthens the vowel e). Similarly 37- spyan " eye " is 

spelt " sa-pa-tu, pa;  pa-ya-ta, cha; cha-nu, chen " ; and say*  

brgyud " progeny ", " bahu, ra-ga-ta, ga; ga-ya-ta, gya; gya-shap- 
kyu, gyu; gyu-da, gyiid. 

Gould and Richardson give a " Key-Number " to the words in 
their Tibetun Word Book and in Tibetun Syllables (p. x) give the 
following Rule for Reference to the Tibetan Dictionaries. 

" A rule of thumb for quick reference to Sarat Chandra Das's 
Dictimry is to divide the key-number by three and turn on another 
80 pages for key numbers round about 2,700, but proportionately 
less as the key numbers recede from 2,700. For reference to Jaschke's 
Dictionary (reprint, 1934) divide the key number by six and turn 
back about 35 pages." 

Apart from the fact that this system involves an arithmetical 
calculation in the case of each reference, the result is, naturally, 
only approximate, owing to the difference in the number of words 
beginning with the different letters. 

More than forty years ago I compiled, fGr my own use, a Table 
of Reference to each of the Dictionaries, and have found them 
invaluable. The table gives the number of the page on which the 
first entry of each combination of letters occurs. And if tabs giving 
the number of the page be attached to the Dictionary a t  each 
60 pages (or oftener if desired), the word can be turned up with 
little trouble. 





7' ka 

19' kha 

9' ga 

7' nga 

4' cha 

5' chha 

I' ja 

'j' nya 

5' ta 

9' tha 

7' da 

7' nu 

a' pa 

9' pha 

q' ba 

Y' ma 

4' tflu 

2' tsha 

<* dsa 

'tl' Wa 

7' zha 

3' za 

9' ha 

UI' yn 

3. Fa 
'4' la 

q *  uhn, 
m ' s a  

5. ha 

I n, 
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Column 1 of the table gives the single initial letters in their 
order; columns 2 to  5 give the same letters combined with each 
of the vowels ; columns 6 to 8 the same letters when combined 
with the subjoined letters (Y, R,  L) ; columns 9 to  13 the single 
letters when they are preceded by each of the prefixes ; and columns 
14 to 16 when they are combined with the Head-Letters (R, L, S). 

One other letter, 21- wa, is subjoined t o  the single letter, as 4 
(named q * g ~ *  wa-zur, " wa a t  the side "). It is not shown 

separately in the table, as i t  occurs in very few words, and will 
be found a t  the end of the entries of the Single Letter of column 1 
immediately before the first vowel that  occurs. Another letter, q* 

ha, is written below, in the case of Sanskrit words transliterated 
in Tibetan, to represent the inherent a of the Sanskrit letters, but is 
not separately pronounced. 

Jbchke's Dictionary has been reprinted in 1934, but each page 
of the reprint is identical with the original dictionary of 1881, 
80 the table applies equally to both. 

JLchke's Dictionary contains 673 pages, Sarat Chandra Dads 
Dictionaly contains 1,353 pages. I have noted the differences 
between these two Dictionaries elsewhere.1 For the present purpose 
it will be sufficient to note that the extra matter in Sarat Chandra 
Das's Dictionary consists of :- 

(1) A large number of new literary words and authorities, and 
examples of their use compiled by Sarat Chandra Das. 

(2) A collection of Sanskrit equivalents to the literary words, 
made by Dr. A. Schiefner. These are marked by an asterisk. 

(3) Sanskrit Synonyms added by Pandit Satis Chandra Acharya 
Vidyabhusana. 

(4) A large number of fresh authorities for previously existing 
literary words and examples of their use. 

(5) A number of current words collected by Sarat Chandra Das, 
with examples of their use. 

(6) A certain number of additional words added by the revisers. 
It is a pity that these and the   receding were not marked by some 
distinguishing sign. 

(7) Philosophical explanations of Buddhistic religious terms. 
(8) Information of what may be termed an encyclopaedic 

character. 
' " The Tibetan Language R I I ~  Recent Dictionarioa," by E. H. C. Weleh. 

.I.A.R.B., vol. Ixxii, Part 1 ,  No. 2, 1903. 
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